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Abstract—We aim to collect and analyze source media top
stories and investigate the patterns of health communication
change in this ongoing COVID-19 worldwide crisis. We explore
the influence of source messages in mass media communications.
The pandemic is exposing dramatic behavioral changes requiring
immediate reflection. With various measures such as: lockdowns,
mask wearing and social distancing in place, it becomes essential
to focus on the impact and effect of mass media. We use
SiloBreaker dashboard to collect top stories since the pandemic’s
early outbreak. Techniques like tf-idf, topic modeling and LDA
Emotion Analysis, assist in producing useful information about
the significant impact of mass media on source messaging change.

Index Terms—text analysis, pandemic, behavior change, topic
modeling, mass media

I. INTRODUCTION

Mass media influences society in specific ways that impact

behavior. Attitude and behavior change involve many cog-

nitive processes as to how we perceive the world [1]. For

instance, during these pandemic times, mass media campaigns

and their impact increase considerably, accentuated by five

communication factors: source, message, channel, received,

and destination [2]. It is crucial to identify the emotional level

of acceptance that most affects the communication factors.

Mass media communications work diligently to deliver top

stories of the latest COVID-19 information to the public

audience. Important outcomes come from the ability to break

out of silos in getting the top stories from different worldwide

media sources. We collect and analyze media top story reports

[2]. We classify massive vs non-massive stories to bring

attention to the exposure and awareness to the message. We

present lexical diversity by periods in order to look at the

change in knowledge using unique words and memory of

the message content during these periods. With this training

dataset, we analyze emotion level, important TF-IDF words,

and Topic Modeling [3].

II. BACKGROUND

Covid-19 pandemic cases currently expose more knowledge

on the spread and advance of contagious and infectious

disease. We suspect that the only main approach available

now to reduce transmission is behavioral[4]. For instance,

hand washing, cough and sneeze protection by wearing a

mask, and above all, social distancing can mitigate spread.

The rapid spread of the virus receives much attention from

governments, companies, and pharmaceuticals. Countries like

Australia, Germany, Spain, and the USA are devising protocols

to protect the most vulnerable. Sweden is an example of

a country primarily relying on voluntary social distancing

guidelines ever since the pandemic began, including working

from home where possible and avoiding public transport[5].

However, we know that the strategy taken by the Swedish

authorities was to introduce sustainable, long-term measures

to behavior change[5].

Company actions like Google Doodle ask people to wear

masks and save lives. For instance, the circles on the grounds

of San Francisco’s Dolores Park are a clear example of

the Health Action Process Approach(HAPA)[6]. Policymakers

have a set of tools to encourage and recommend these actions

[7]. An essential step to identify the interventions that most

reduce transmission at the lowest economic and psychological

cost is randomized controlled trials with conjunction of quasi-

arbitrary cutoffs and observational studies[8]. Interventions

could range from messaging campaigns to promote social

distancing to laws and regularization.

Policymakers’ interventions deal with uncertainty. Inter-

ventions’ benefits, in terms of reducing virus transmission,

exceed its economic and psychological costs [9]. For instance,

actions in drugs, treatments, and vaccines can improve The

Health Belief Model (HBM) [6]. Perceived susceptibility and

severity is an indicator of people who want to volunteer in

a coronavirus vaccine trial. However, systemic racism and

chronic health inequalities can bias the advancement of these

actions as a digit in the HBM.

III. METHODS

A. Data Collection

We collect 2194 worldwide news from SiloBreaker database

related to COVID-19 from April 1 to July 31, 2020. Silo-

Breaker database is one of the most robust, intelligent plat-

forms for the big data era. We organize data in top stories

that contain actions from governments, companies, drugs,

treatments, vaccines, societal and geopolitical impact and

cybersecurity[10]. We then apply pre-processing techniques to

clean and prepare the data for further analysis.

© IEEE 2021. This article is free to access and download, along with rights for 
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We gather insights from the early period of April to July.

We classify more than 10 documents related to one topic as

massive stories. We create a dashboard with some queries

in SiloBreaker to collect daily top stories using keywords

like: ”coronavirus”, ”pandemic”, ”vaccines” , ”treatments”,

”government actions” and ”company actions”.

Given the desire to know whether mass media influence

behavior change, we undertook feature selection using topic

modeling to investigate the change of topics over the periods.

Data processing combines multiple information from different

media sources in the USA and from the rest of the world. We

use topic modeling to compare different models by group-

ing similar words of the five communication factors[11,12].

Previous research focused on the implications of health com-

munication during early outbreaks[14]. There is a need for an

evaluation of health communication data during past months.

Fig. 1. Data processing flowchart.TF-IDF: term frequency-inverse docu-
ment;LDA:latent Dirichlet allocation

Fig. 2. Massive vs Non-massive USA Top Stories Covid-19 related and
Europe .

In figures 2 and 3, we tabulate the distribution of massive

vs non-massive stories released to the world from April 1,

to July 31. All the countries show a lot of activity in June;

however, we can see an interesting pattern of few massive

stories in USA during month of May. In contrast, Australia

Fig. 3. Massive vs Non-massive South Africa Top Stories Covid-19 related
and Australia .

has a significant amount of massive news activity during the

month of April.

B. Topic Modeling

Topic modeling is well known for text mining researchers in

Natural Language Processing (NLP), which aims to extract and

interpret knowledge from data [13]. A popular method, such as

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been proven beneficial

in finding useful words that are associated with topics[13].

LDA is a mathematical method for estimating a mixture of

topics with a mixture of words. The method is astonishingly

useful in finding the mixture of words that are associated with

each topic, while also determining the mixture of topics that

describe each document[10].

IV. RESULTS

We design a model to identify themes with top words by

source media between countries. We extract the top terms for

each topic and then we visualize six top terms in this case.

Unsupervised learning required human interpretation and these

topics reflect the mass media sources of April, May, June and

July. We have 1000 total media sources and we select 125 top

stories per region or country to have a tidy balance training

data.

In figures 4 and 5, we have a variance in emotion level

through the periods. We use NRC lexicon to match our dataset.

NRC lexicon is a collection of lexicons that was entirely

created by the experts of the National Research Council of

Canada [17]. USA shows more top stories with surprise and

anger emotion levels in April compared with Europe. We can

observe that Europe’s stories with fear impact have slight

upward trend in May. South Africa shows more stories with

anticipation, fear and surprise in May; whereas Australia has

major emotion impact in April.

In figure 6, themes of death, updates and nurses in USA

were having a lot of attention in April. In the second topic,

expectations about the virus spreading and people suffering

showed decrease in May. However mass media was covering

a significant amount from June to July.

In figure 7, we have Europe with themes of record, report

and data that increase since May. In contrast, we have a lot



of media covering topics about global issues related to the

pandemic in May.

Fig. 4. Emotion Level Analysis with Top Words by Source Media Between
USA and EUROPE

Fig. 5. Emotion Level Analysis with Top Words by Source Media Between
SOUTH AFRICA and AUSTRALIA

In figure 8, we have themes of death, testing and exposed

losing interest since May in South Africa. Surprisingly, themes

of spread in some countries like Kenya was also not in the

intention of massive stories.

In figure 9, Australia shows decreasing interest in topics

related to the virus in states like Victoria. Interest with

neighboring states was synchronized with topic one.

V. DISCUSSION

We gathered data since early April with a focus on top

stories that perceived the threat of the health risk to be

dangerous. The cost-benefit to adopt a new behavior is low

when the benefits of engaging in protective action cover the

five communication factors. Mass media campaigns are rapid

and severe. In terms of promoting preventive actions, they

try to change the beliefs of people. However, the specific

beliefs: perceived susceptibility and severity to the disease in

conjunction with perceived benefits and barriers are actions

strongly linked to the behavioral questions[6, 15].

Perceived susceptibility and severity is the primary indicator

of resistance to behavior change. Mass media campaigns carry

a confident attitude that impacts resistance to behavior change.

For instance, a person’s perception of the disease in terms of

emotional arousal is a measure only at the resistance level

[17]. We label news data to be explored in case of mass media

news campaigns. We investigate emotion labels in a document

collection of top stories, main content, travel ban, and vaccines

related to COVID-19 from April 1, 2020 to July 31, 2020.

Moreover societal and economic impact in behavior change

due to Covid-19 is showing to the world embarrassing corrup-

tion activities[17]. As an example, the AFC (African National

Congress) is outraged and deeply embarrassed by recent

allegations that some, including its own leaders and members,

have sought to benefit unlawfully from the devastating suffer-

ing and impoverishment caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Surprisingly, we found that few documents in non-massive

stories were delivered to the world with this type of behavior.

Fig. 6. Themes Overtime Between Topic 1 and 2 in USA.

Fig. 7. Themes Overtime Between Topic 1 and 2 in EUROPE.



Fig. 8. Themes Overtime Between Topic 1 and 2 in SOUTH AFRICA.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Collecting and analyzing top stories on the novel coron-

avirus shed light on how the worldwide media have delivered

health information during the COVID-19 crisis. Our study

provides insights of mass media sources and their message

impact. Our model identified source media top words for the

countries under study during the period from April 1 through

July 31, 2020. With 1,000 total media sources, we selected

125 top stories per region or country to yield tidy balance

training data. The National Research Council of Canada’s

Word- Emotion Lexicon [word lists associated with anger, fear,

anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy and disgust] provided

a tool to match our dataset. For example, it demonstrated

how top stories involving word-emotion variances evolve over

this time period in the countries listed. Unsupervised learning

required human interpretation and these topics reflect the

mass media sources. The term frequency-inverse document

frequency tool provided a means to measure the importance

of word in a top story leading to topic modeling allowing

evaluation of words impacting behavior change. From these

followed indications that perceived susceptibility and severity

as the primary indicator of resistance to behavior change. We

note that mass media campaigns carry a confident attitude that

impacts and can increase resistance to behavior change.
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